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The ISS-based Calorimetric Electron Telescope (CALET) is directly measuring the energy spec-
trum of electron+positron cosmic rays up to 20 TeV. Supernova remnants (SNR) are the most
likely astrophysical sources to provide the majority of the electron flux, out of which a few nearby
young SNR like Vela are expected to dominate in the TeV-region with potentially detectable
spectral signatures. Another expected contribution to the spectrum is from pulsars as a primary
positron-electron pair source for explanation of the positron excess. Complementary to the CALET
all-electron spectrum, the positron-only spectrum measured by the magnet spectrometer AMS-02
below the TeV range provides detailed information on this component. An interpretation of the
CALET and AMS-02 data by overlapping spectra from individual pulsar and SNR point sources
is presented, combining sources known from electromagnetic wave observations with further ran-
domly generated ones spread throughout the Galaxy. Based on the study of a large number of
samples with randomized source locations and emission spectra parameters, best fitting ranges
and constraints for these parameters, as well as predictions for the spectrum beyond the so far
measured energy range have been derived.
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1. Introduction

The bulk of cosmic rays is commonly assumed to originate from shock-wave acceleration in
supernova remnants (SNR), based on the measured and predicted power law nature of the spectra
with a source spectrum index (before propagation) around 2 and the matching energy of a few
supernovae per century and 1051 erg per supernova being able to provide the power to maintain the
cosmic ray population within the Galaxy, if the energy conversion into cosmic rays is on the order of
percent. The flux of electron cosmic rays is about one order of magnitude lower than that of protons,
putting the expected efficiency in the order of per-mill and the expected energy emitted per supernova
in electron cosmic rays to 1048 erg [1]. Compared to nuclei, electrons experience stronger energy
loss through synchrotron radiation and inverse Compton scattering during propagation, limiting the
distance and thus number of sources that can contribute to the spectrum at high energy, down to
only a few in the TeV region with the Vela SNR expected to dominate [1]. In several publications
[2–4], Monte Carlo simulations have been used to ascertain the possibility and assess the probability
of SNR and pulsar populations with various properties to be a valid explanation of the measured
electron and positron spectra, finding that a small fraction of the randomly generated samples would
agree to the data. This work follows the same principles, but is partly motivated by the need to
construct an astrophysical base model for indirect dark matter search described in Ref. [5], and
therefore introduces a method in which average parameters of the sources are adapted to the data
by direct fitting, increasing the rate at which models matching the data are found. The parameters
are the source spectrum power-law indices (W8 ((#') and W8 (?D;B0A ) ), cut-off energies (�2DC ((#')
and �2DC (?D;B0A ) ), and the efficiencies at which electron cosmic rays are accelerated by the SNRs
and pulsars ([ ((#') and [ (?D;B0A ) ). This study yields the ranges in the space spanned by these
parameters in which samples matching the measured data could be found. While the sample density
in the parameter space might be a measure of the probability of these parameters occurring, it is
at best a qualitative measure as the sample construction and fitting introduces biases. The used
data-sets are the CALET all-electron flux shown at ICRC2021 [6] over the full energy range from
10.6 GeV to 4.8 TeV, as well as the AMS-02 positron-only flux [7] from 2 GeV to 1 TeV. To estimate
possible outcomes of the CALET measurement beyond the current maximum energy, the number
of events that would be expected to be measured by CALET above 4.8 TeV was calculated for
each sample, assuming a detector livetime of 2 × 108 seconds, 1040 cm2 effective area and 80%
reconstruction efficiency.

2. Random Sample Construction

Each sample of pulsars and SNRs comprises the sources within the Galaxy up to an age of
200 Myr, a time over which all emitted electron and positron cosmic rays are estimated to fall
below the lower energy threshold of 2 GeV by radiative energy loss. The spatial distribution of
supernovae and associated pulsars in the Galaxy is taken from Ref. [8], with a supernova rate of
2.1 per 100 years, while the rate of pulsar births is set to 1.7 per 100 years following Ref. [9].
Sources with a distance of up to 30 kpc from the solar system are considered, comprising the
whole galactic disk. For the kinetic energy of the supernovae, the values of ;>610(&(#'/erg) are
drawn from a normal distribution with mean 51 and width 1, and a hard cut-off at 5 × 1052 erg.
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The initial rotation energy of pulsars, is determined by drawing ;>610(&?D;B0A/erg) from a normal
distribution with mean 49.30 and width 1.01, which are obtained from a fit to the energies of the
pulsars in the ATNF catalog [10], calculated from age ) as &?D;B0A = ¤& )2/g, where g = 10 kyr is
the assumed spin-down timescale [11]. While the emission of the electron cosmic rays from SNR
is assumed to be instantaneous at the time of the supernova explosion, the electron-positron pairs
from pulsars may be trapped in the pulsar wind nebula for several 10 kyr, therefore a release delay
time )' is subtracted from their age to obtain the injection time )8 . In the construction of each
random sample, first the positions, ages and energies of pulsars are generated. To these randomly
generated pulsars, those listed in the ATNF catalog are added. For each ATNF catalog pulsar, a
randomly generated pulsar falling into the same energy, age and distance bin is removed, if present.
The spatial distribution of the sources in one sample is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Distribution of astrophysical sources as a function of distance from the solar system for one of
the samples. The number of observed pulsars in the ATNF catalog is much smaller than the expected and
randomly generated number due to observation bias.

3. Propagation and Local Flux Calculation

The parameters governing propagation are taken from the model explained in Ref. [12], based
on matching the output of calculations of the spallation network with DRAGON to the measured
nuclei spectra under the assumption that all nuclei species share a common power law with cut-
off source spectrum and the structures (hardening, softening) in the observed spectra are due to
propagation effects. The flux Φ(�) from each point source propagated to the solar system is
calculated using the semi-analytical method established in ref. [2], expressed in kinetic energy and
adapted to the dual break in the diffusion coefficient slope inherent in the propagation model:

Φ(�) = &0[

c3/2A3
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where A is the distance between source and the solar system, �0 is the electron energy at emission
obtained by resolving C8 (�, �0) =

∫ �0
�

1
1 (�′) 3�

′ for it and the characteristic diffusion distance

A38 5 =
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′ and the energy loss coefficient 1(�) = 1�� (�) + 1(. # (�) is dependent
on energy, comprising the inverse Compton loss term 1�� (�) including Klein-Nishina effect and
the synchrotron loss term 1(. # (�), defined as in ref. [2]. The diffusion coefficient is defined as:
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The integrals and energy loss terms are solved beforehand and look-up tables for �0(�, C8) and
A38 5 (�, �0) prepared to speed up the calculation process. Still, the calculation of the spectra of
over 7 million sources by this method takes too much computation time to use it as the input function
of a minimization algorithm. To remedy this, the parameters are treated as follows:

• The combined flux from all pulsars or SNRs is pre-calculated and tabulated for several values
of the power law index. In the fitting, the flux for any index W8 is retrieved from the fluxes for
higher and lower indices Wℎ and W; by the following interpolation:

Φ(W8) =
Wℎ − W8
Wℎ − W;

Φ(W;)
(
�

�4+

)W;−W8
+ W8 − W;
Wℎ − W;

Φ(Wℎ)
(
�

�4+

)Wℎ−W8
(3)

• The cut-off energies are scanned, i.e. the fits are performed for discrete values of �2DC ((#')
and �2DC (?D;B0A ) .

• The average acceleration efficiencies [ ((#') and [ (?D;B0A ) are fitted directly, since they
represent just a scaling factor for the SNR and pulsar flux.

To the primary astrophysical sources, the fluxes of secondary electrons and positrons are added,
which are taken from the DRAGON nuclei spectra calculations used to define the propagation
model [12]. Solar modulation is treated by the force-field approximation with an energy and
charge-sign dependent potential inspired by Ref. [13] given by

Φ(') = Φ0 +Φ1±
1 + ('/'A )2
('/'A )3

, (4)

introducing the base potentialΦ0, the additional potentialsΦ1+ andΦ1− for positively and negatively
charged particles respectively, as well as the reference rigidity 'A as additional fit parameters. For
CALET data, the energy dependent 1f deviation Δ(�) is calculated for each data point in the
same way as the values listed in the supplemental material of Ref. [14] for the following systematic
uncertainty sources: Normalization, tracking, charge selection, electron identification, Monte Carlo
model dependence. A shift by FΔ(�) is performed as part of the fit function with the weight F for
each systematic uncertainty source as a free parameter and each squared weight added to the total
j2 of the fit as explained in Ref. [15]. Taking the correlation of the systematic uncertainties over the
whole energy range into account in this way ensures that the smoothness of the measured spectrum
is better represented in the fitting than if using quadratic addition of statistical and systematic errors.
Systematic errors without known energy dependence (trigger and BDT proton rejection) are added
quadratically to the statistical error.
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4. Fitting and Parameter Spread Procedure

In the first step, all pulsars and all SNRs are assumed to have the same source spectrum index
and the same acceleration efficiency, respectively. To obtain an initial estimate of these parameters,
fitting to AMS-02 data and to CALET data is performed separately. The positron flux is solely
determined by the parameters of the pulsars, with W8 (?D;B0A ) and [ (?D;B0A ) fitted directly, while
�2DC (?D;B0A ) and ') are scanned in the ranges from 1 to 10 TeV and 0 to 60 kyr, respectively. With
the pulsar parameters and thus their flux contribution fixed, the CALET data is fitted, optimizing
W8 ((#') and [ ((#') with a scan over �2DC ((#') in the range from 10 to 100 TeV. In the next
step, a random spread with Gaussian distribution is applied to W8 and ;>610([) of the individual
pulsars and SNRs in the sample, with widths of 0.033 and 0.33 respectively. The distributions
are cut off at 3f, allowing for a maximum deviation from the mean of 0.1 in the index and one
order of magnitude in efficiency. This randomization is repeated together with fitting the averages
to the data, first for pulsars (AMS-02), then for SNRs (CALET), taking the random sample with
lowest j2 from 1000 attempts each, or the first for which j2/=3> 5 < 1. Finally, combined fits
of AMS-02 and CALET data are performed, while scanning over �2DC (?D;B0A ) and �2DC ((#') on
logarithmic scale with 10 values per decade. The scan is repeated by extending it by one decade in
each parameter from the previous best fit position, until no better fit is found. From this mapping
of fit quality and fit parameters in the �2DC (?D;B0A ) − �2DC ((#') plane, the best fit locations in the
parameter space are extracted and shown in Fig. 3 as colored dots for those samples which give
a good fit to the data, which is defined as j2/=3> 5 < 1 for the combined data-set and j2 < 1f-
threshold for both of AMS-02 and CALET data-sets. To find the 85 shown well fitting samples,
251 samples were initially created, showing that this model fits the data with high probability if
adjusting the average parameters by fitting. The fitted fluxes of two samples are shown in Fig. 2,
illustrating the composition of the spectra by themost contributing individual sources and secondary
components, as well as the wide range of the event numbers that could be expected to be measured
in CALET above 4.8 TeV. All locations where the fit quality is within the 1f bound are collected
over all samples and smoothed with a Gaussian kernel density estimate (KDE) function to create
the favored region contours also presented in Fig. 3. No hard exclusion of a parameter space can
be derived from this information, however the region in the �2DC (?D;B0A ) − �2DC ((#') plane which
was scanned, but in which j2 of all samples was found to be above the 90%CL threshold, could be
considered disfavored. It is also shown in Fig. 3 as a KDE contour.

5. Interpretation

• The SNR source spectrum index covers a range of approximately 2 to 3, showing a strong
correlation with the acceleration efficiency. A majority of samples clusters around [ ((#') =
5×10−4, corresponding to an energy of 5×1047 erg emitted in electron cosmic rays, supporting
the initial hypothesis of about 1048 erg in electron cosmic rays per SNR and falling well within
the energy budget.

• The pulsar source spectrum index is found to be generally harder, covering a range of about
1.4 to 2.5, showing also a strong correlation with the acceleration efficiency. [ (?D;B0A ) is
found to be in the range of a few 10−5, which is a realistic value for the acceleration efficiency.
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Figure 2: Fit for two of the samples with the contributions of individual astrophysical sources contributing
more than 5% to the flux at any energy shown. Details and parameter values in the legend. RP, RS denote
randomly generated sources, others are known sources from the ATNF catalog. The upper panel shows a
sample with 9.4 events expected in CALET above 4.8 TeV, which the highest among the samples giving
a good fit. For the sample in the lower panel, 0.04 events would be expected, showing the wide range of
possibilities for the outcome of the CALET measurement in the TeV region.

• The pulsar cut-off energy covers a range of a few hundred GeV to around 100 TeV, with the
best-fit cases between several hundred GeV and a few tens of TeV. The SNR cut-off energy
on the other hand reaches from several hundred GeV to values of 1010 GeV. Such high cut-off
values may not be realistic based on the magnetic confinement requirement in the acceleration
region, but they indicate that the current electron and positron cosmic ray data provides no
constraint on this parameter. However, the sampling indicates that the unbounded SNR cut-
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Figure 3: Parameter space covered by the well fitting models. Colored dots represent the best-fit
locations, also indicating the prediction for events in CALET above 4.8 TeV. Gold-blue-cyan contours
show the regions and sample density (by Gaussian kernel density estimation) where j2 < 1 f-threshold,
and red contours show the region where j2 > 90%�!-threshold (�2DC (?D;B0A ) − �2DC ((#') plane only).

off requires the source index to be softer than 2.3, which may be understood from a harder
index spectra cut-off only by energy loss creating spiky structures not compatible with the
smoothness of the measurement.

• The number of events in CALET above 4.8 TeV predicted by the well fitting samples covers
a wide range up 9.4 events in case of a significant contribution of Vela in the TeV region. As
shown, a very hard drop around a few TeV would be also supported by the data, resulting in a
lower number of events than expected from a smooth continuation of the below-TeV spectrum,
all the way down to zero expected events above 4.8 TeV. While no obvious correlation with
other parameters is found, there is a correlation with the SNR source spectrum cut-off energy,
with a low cut-off precluding a high event number. However, no sensitivity beyond 20 TeV is
expected since the cut-off from energy loss for the 0.3 kpc distant and 11 kyr old Vela SNR is
around this value as shown in Fig. 2. It should be noted that higher energies could be reached
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for the Vela spectrum if the emission is not instantaneous, but stretched over a longer period
or delayed [16].

6. Conclusion

The CALET all-electron and the AMS-02 positron-only flux measurements can be fit well
by the overlapping spectra of randomly generated SNR and pulsar populations, if adjusting the
average source spectrum parameters to the data by fitting, with the found fit parameters agreeing
with common assumptions on the electron-positron cosmic ray origin. Future extensions of the
CALET spectrum to higher energy may provide important information, as the current predictions
for the above 4.8 TeV range leave a wide range of potential outcomes, with up to 9.4 events to be
detected in CALET (though even higher event numbers might be expected in case of a continuous
or delayed release of the cosmic rays from Vela [16]).
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